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This paper is concerned with the oscillatory behavior of a differentialdifference
system of neutral type. Spectral bounds are used in order to obtain sufficient condi-
tions such that all their solutions are oscillatory.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Denoting by Rn_n the space of all n_n real matrices, we shall consider
the linear delay differentialdifference system of neutral type
d
dt
[x(t)&Bx(t&{)]=Ax(t&r), (1)
where x(t) # Rn, the A, B are nonzero matrices in Rn_n, and r and { are
strictly positive real numbers.
With R = max[ r, { ] , a solution x : [&R, +[  Rn of (1), x ( t ) #
(x1(t), ..., xn(t)), is said to be oscillatory if every component, xi (t), i=1, ..., n,
has arbitrary large zeros. Whenever all solutions of the system (1) are
oscillatory we will say that (1) is totally oscillatory.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate when the system (1) has
this property. In Section 3 we will provide sufficient conditions on the
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matrices A, B and the delays r and {, which imply that (1) is totally
oscillatory. For that purpose we will make use of what is commonly called
the matrix measures, or logarithmic norms, of a matrix, whose definition
and main properties are given in Section 2.
2. SPECTRAL BOUNDS
Let C=[cik] (i, k=1, ..., n) be a matrix in Rn_n. For a given norm & }&
in Rn_n we define a corresponding matrix measure +: Rn_n  R by
+(C)= lim
%  0+
&I+%C&&1
%
,
where I is the identity matrix. We will take also into account the value &(C)
defined as &(C)=&+(&C).
A matrix measure depends directly upon the norm chosen in Rn_n. As is
well known, some of the norms, & }&, in Rn_n are induced by a given norm,
| } |, in Rn, through the relation
&C&=max
|u|1
|Cu|.
The norms in Rn,
|u|1= :
n
i=1
|ui | and |u|= max
1in
|ui | (u#(u1 , ..., un)),
induce, respectively, the norms in Rn_n :
&C&1= max
1kn
:
n
i=1
|cik |, and &C&= max
1in
:
n
k=1
|cik |.
For these norms in Rn_n, the corresponding matrix measures are, respec-
tively, given by (see [2])
+1(C)= max
1kn \ckk+ :i{k |cik |+ , and +(C)= max1in \cii+ :k{i |cik |+ .
For example, when
C=_&12
1
0&
we have +1(C)=1 and +(C)=2.
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So different norms in Rn_n may give rise to different matrix measures.
However, independent of the considered norm, & }& in Rn_n, a matrix
measure always has the following properties (see [2]):
(I) &&C&+(C)&C&;
(II) +(C1+C2)+(C1)++(C2) (C1 , C2 # Rn_n);
(III) +(#C)=#+(C), for every #0;
(IV) +(#C)=#&(C), for every #0;
(V) &(C)&C&1&&1, if C is nonsingular.
Denoting by _(C) the spectrum of the matrix C and introducing the
upper and lower bounds of the set Re _(C)=[Re *: * # _(C)], which are
given by
s(C)=max[Re z: z # _(C)] and l(C)=min[Re z: z # _(C)],
we have:
(VI) &(C)l(C)s(C)+(C).
In view of this property, +(C) and &(C), as well as l(C) and s(C), are also
spectral bounds of Re _(C), and by (I) the same happens to \&C&.
Moreover, the following elementary properties of s and l hold:
(VII) s(#C)=#s(C), for every # # [0, +[;
(VIII) s(#C)=#l(C), for every # # ]&, 0].
Considering the Euclidean norm in Rn,
|u|2=\ :
n
i=1
|ui | 2+
12
(u#(u1 , ..., un)),
the corresponding induced norm in Rn_n is given by
&C&2=- s(CTC );
the matrix measure associated to this norm is explicitly given by
+2(C)=s \C+C
T
2 + ,
and, consequently, by (VIII),
&2(C)=&+2(&C)=l \C+C
T
2 + .
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In this framework, first notice that +2(C) and &2(C) are eigenvalues of a
symmetric matrix and by consequence, when C, itself, is symmetric then
+2(C)=s(C) and &2(C)=l(C). In addition, the inequality corresponding to
property (V) can be looked at in a different manner. In fact, ordering
decreasingly the nonnegative eigenvalues, *1 } } } *n , of the symmetric
and semidefinite positive matrix CTC, and considering the singular values
of C, which are defined as
_k(C)=- *k , k=1, ..., n,
we have that &C&2 coincides with the largest singular value, _1(C)=- s(CCT ),
of C. On the other hand, for the lowest singular value of C, _n(C)=- l(CCT ),
one has (see [6, p. 427])
_n(C)=&C&1&&12 =_1(C
&1)&1,
if C is a nonsingular matrix. Therefore the inequality corresponding to
property (V) can be rewritten as &2(C)_n(C), which holds independent of
C being nonsingular (see [6, p. 454]). This inequality is extended in some
sense by:
(IX) l(C)_n(C), if C is normal.
In fact, with C normal, if * # _(C) and u is an eigenvector associated to *,
then CCTu=C T (Cu)=*C Tu=** u=|*|2 u, that is, |*| is a singular value
of C. So there exists a * # _(C) such that _n(C)=|*|Re *l(C).
3. TOTALLY OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR
In order to obtain sufficient conditions on A, B, r, and {, which ensure
that (1) is totally oscillatory, we first state the following lemma.
Lemma. For q, {, r # ]0, +[ let
F(*)=*+ p*e&*{+qe&*r.
(a) F(*) has no negative real zeros under one of the following conditions:
p+10; (2)
0< p+1<1 and
{q
log | p|
+|log | p| |eqr, (3)
p+1=1<eqr, (4)
1< p+1eq(r&{); (5)
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(b) F(*) has no real positive zeros if one of the following assumptions
is satisfied:
p+10, (6)
p+1<0 and | p|<
{e
r
log(eqr). (7)
Proof. (a) F(*) has no real negative zero if and only if the equation
,(*)=(*)
has no positive root, where
,(*)=1+ pe*{ and (*)=
q
*
e*r.
Let ,(*0)=(*0) for some real *0>0.
(1) As for p<0, ,(*) is a strictly decreasing function on ]0, +[
and (*) is always positive on that interval; we have then 0<(*0)=,(*0)
<,(0)= p+1. This fact is in contradiction to condition (2).
(2) If 0< p+1<1, we have ,(*)>0 on [0, +[ if and only
if * # [0, |log | p| |{[. So necessarily *0 # ]0, |log | p| |{[. Considering the
straight-line tangent to the graph of , at the point ( |log | p| |{, 0), which is
given by L(*)=&{*+|log | p| |, since , is a concave function, we have that
L(*)&,(*)0, for every * # ]0, |log | p| |{[; in particular, L(*0)&,(*0)0.
One cannot have *0q|log | p| |. In fact, otherwise making #=1(*0 r)
we should have
(*0)&L(*0)=#qre1#+
{
#r
&|log | p| |
>#qr&|log | p| |=
q
*0
&|log | p| |0,
which is contradictory. So necessarily *0>q|log | p| |. But, since (*) has
 \1r+=eqr
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as absolute minimum on the interval ]0, +[, we have that
(*0)&,(*0)(*0)&L(*0)>eqr+
{q
|log | p| |
&|log | p| | ,
which contradicts (3).
(3) If p+1=1, then
eqr= \1r+(*0)=,(*0)=1,
which contradicts (4).
(4) Considering the functions ,(*) e&*{=e&*{+ p and (*) e&*{
=qe*(r&{)*, notice that in the case where p+1>1 and {r, from
lim
*  +
,(*) e&*{= p>0, lim
*  +
(*) e&*{=0,
lim
*  0+
,(*) e&*{= p+1, lim
*  0+
(*) e&*{=+,
we conclude then that ,(*)=(*) for some *>0. If {<r then
eq(r&{)
q
*0
e*0 (r&{)=e&*0{+ p<1+ p,
since, similarly to , the function (*) e&*{ has eq(r&{) as the absolute
minimum on ]0, +[, attained at *=1(r&{). So (5) is contradicted.
(b) Assume now that F(*0)=0 for some real *0>0.
Relative to (6), if p&1 then pe&*0{&e&*0{>&1 and so
*0=
&qe&*0r
1+ pe&*0{
<0,
which is contradictory.
With respect to (7), let us consider the functions
f (*)=*+qe&*r and g(*)=&p*e&*{.
On ]&, +[ , f (*) is convex and has as absolute minimum
f \1r log(qr)+=
1
r
log(eqr),
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and for p<0, g(*) has, on that interval,
g \1{+=
| p|
{e
,
as absolute maximum. Therefore, from f (*0)= g(*0) we have necessarily
1
r
log(eqr)
| p|
{e
,
which is in contradiction to (7). K
Let us consider now the matrices
A(*)=*I&e&*rA and B(*)=*e&*{B.
According to [5, Chap. 6], every bounded solution of system (1) is
oscillatory if and only if the equation
det[A(*)&B(*)]=0 (8)
has no roots on ]&, 0]. Moreover, system (1) is totally oscillatory if and
only if Eq. (8) has no real roots.
As a consequence of these characterizations on the oscillatory behavior
of (1), we state the following theorems.
Theorem 1. For any given norm, & }&, in Rn_n, let + be the corresponding
matrix measure. If the matrices A, B and the delays r, { are such that
+(A)<0 and
+(A)
&B&+1
(r&{)&
1
e
, (9)
then all bounded solutions of (1) are oscillatory.
Proof. One has, for every real *, det A(*){0, if and only if s(A) r<
&1e (see [5, Chap. 5]). As
+(A) r<
+(A)
&B&+1
(r&{)&
1
e
,
(VI) implies that s(A) r<&1e.
Then under these circumstances all bounded solutions of (1) are oscillatory
if and only if
det[I&A(*)&1 B(*)]{0
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for every * # ]&, 0], that is if and only if
1  _(A(*)&1 B(*)) for every * # ]&, 0].
By properties (I) and (VI), this occurs, in particular, whenever
&A(*)&1 B(*)&<1, (10)
for every * # ]&, 0].
On the other hand we have by (V), for every real *,
&+(&A(*))=&(A(*))
1
&A(*)&1&
,
and by (II), (III), and the fact that +(\I )=\1,
+(&A(*))&*+e&*r+(A).
Notice that since &+(A) re>1, the function f (*)=*&+(A) e&*r, analyzed
in the part (b) of the proof of the lemma corresponding to q=&+(A)=
|+(A)|, is positive for every real *. Therefore, for every real *, we have
&A(*)&1&
1
&+(&A(*))
,
and consequently
&A(*)&1 B(*)&&A(*)&1& &B(*)&
&B(*)&
&+(&A(*))

|*| &B& e&*{
*&+(A) e&*r
. (11)
So, condition (10) will be fulfilled if, for every * # ]&, 0], one has
G(*)=*+* &B& e&*{&+(A) e&*r>0.
As G(0)>0, we only have to analyze the case *<0. But regarding the
function F(*) of the lemma corresponding to p=&B& and q=|+(A)|, we
have
G(*)=F(*).
Hence the conclusion of the theorem follows directly from the part (a) of
the lemma. K
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Remark 1. As was noticed in the preceding proof, condition (9) implies
that necessarily +(A) r<&1e. We observe that this fact is essential in the
remainder part of the proof since it implies that det A(*){0 for every real *.
This has the meaning that, implicitly, one is requiring the totally oscillatory
behavior of the differentialdifference system
d
dt
x(t)=Ax(t&r).
If A additionally is assumed to be a normal matrix, the following
theorem can be stated.
Theorem 2. If the matrices A, B and the delays r, { are such that
A is normal, s(A)<0 and
s(A)
&B&2+1
(r&{)&
1
e
, (12)
then all bounded solutions of (1) are oscillatory.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous theorem, all bounded solutions
of (1) are oscillatory providing, in particular, that for every real *,
&A(*)&1 B(*)&2<1.
Now, using (VIII), we have, for every real *,
l(A(*))=&s(&A(*))=*&e&*rs(A)>0.
As, for every real *, A(*) is a normal matrix, through property (IX) we
have
l(A(*))_n(A(*))=
1
&A(*)&1&2
,
and consequently
&A(*)&1&2
1
*&e&*rs(A)
.
Thus proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we achieve this proof. K
With respect to the totally oscillatory behavior of (1) we state the following
theorem.
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Theorem 3. For any given norm, & }&, in Rn_n, let + be the corresponding
matrix measure. If the matrices A, B and the delays r, { satisfy (9) and at
least one of the following conditions,
&B&1, (13)
&B&<
{e
r
log(re |+(A)| ), (14)
then (1) is totally oscillatory.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, replacing * # ]&, 0]
by * # R, we have from (11) that system (1) is totally oscillatory if
G(*)=*&|*| &B& e&*{&+(A) e&*r>0
for every real *.
To complete the proof it remains to analyze the case where *>0. This
case corresponds to having in the lemma
G(*)=F(*),
for p=&&B& and q=|+(A)|. Then by part (b) of the lemma the theorem
follows. K
Remark 2. Considering this theorem for the norm & }&2 , in the case
where A is a normal matrix, analogously to Theorem 2, +2(A) in condition
(14) can also be replaced by s(A).
In [3] and [7] other criteria are obtained in order to conclude the
totally oscillatory behavior of systems such as (1), which exclude the
possibility of the matrix B having eigenvalues with negative real part.
However, to the theorem above, which is apparently more restrictive, that
aspect is not relevant, as illustrated by the following examples.
Example 1. Let {=2, r=4 and
A=_&21
0
&1& and B=_
&:
0
:
&:& (:>0).
We have +1(A)=&1 and &B&1=2:. So if :12 the corresponding
condition (13) is fulfilled. The same holds to (9) as one easily sees from
+1(A)
&B&1+1
(r&{)=
&2
2:+1
&
2
2
=&1<&
1
e
.
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Notice that this condition is satisfied whenever :e& 12 , while in order for
(14) to be verified, : must be such that
:<
e
2 \log 2+
1
2+<e&
1
2
.
So if :< e2 (log 2+
1
2) the corresponding system (1) is totally oscillatory.
The matrix measure +2 can also be used, but not as easily. However, one
cannot apply in this case the matrix measure + , since +(A)=0 and
consequently (9) is never satisfied.
Example 2. For the normal matrices
A=_&1&2
2
&1& and B=_
&1
&1
1
&1& ,
let {=1 and r=2. We have s(A)=&1 and &B&2=- 2. The respective
conditions (12) and (14) are easily satisfied and the corresponding system
(1) is then totally oscillatory.
The scalar case of (1), corresponding to have A, B # R, is related to the
study of a well-known network with lossless transmission lines. The preced-
ing theorem can obviously be applied to this case. However, since its
totally oscillatory behavior occurs if and only if, for p=&B and q=&A,
the function F(*) of the lemma has no real roots, much greater advantage
is obtained in using, for this case, the lemma itself, giving rise to the
theorem below.
Theorem 4. For r, { # ]0, +[, A # ]&, 0[ , and B # R let the scalar
equation
d
dt
[x(t)&Bx(t&{)]=Ax(t&r). (15)
Equation (15) is totally oscillatory under one of the following circumstances:
1<B<
{e
r
log( |A| er), (16)
B=1, (17)
0<B<1 and
{ |A|
log B
&log B|A| er, (18)
B=0 and 1<|A| er; (19)
B<0 and 1+|B||A| e(r&{). (20)
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In (19) a well-known condition corresponding to the retarded case is
referred (see [5]). Under (17) we can say that (15) is totally oscillatory for
all pairs of delays ({, r); this is a situation thoroughly discussed in [1].
The situation 0<B<1 is analyzed particularly in [4] and [8]. Relation
(18) can be used as an alternative to the results obtained by those authors.
The condition included in (20) is similar to [5, Theorem 6.1.3]. However,
this theorem can also be applied, in particular, to the case where B>1, under
the hypothesis that { be larger than r. Such an assumption is not needed
in (16). So this condition seems to have some advantages, though its
application requires implicitly that |A| r>1.
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